This paper examines the phenomenon of congestion in order to better understand the congestion management techniques that will be needed in high-speed, cell-based networks. The first step of this study is to use high time-resolution local area network (LAN) traffic data to explore the nature of LAN traffic variability. Then, we use the data for a trace-driven simulation of a connectionless service that provides LAN interconnection. The simulation allows us to characterize what congestion might look like in a high-speed, cell-based network.
Introduction
Technological advances and customer demands are rapidly ushering in public high-speed packet switched networks. The target network for high-speed, high-bandwidth communication is the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN). [1] BISDN ultimately will offer a wide range of new services exhibiting many varied traffic characteristics that complicate congestion management. To address these concerns, one must first understand the nature of congestion itself. This paper examines some forms of congestion that may arise in BISDN.
Considerable effort has been, and continues to be, devoted to understanding the congestion management needs of BISDN. Some efforts focused on particular aspects of the problem, such as algorithms for discarding Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) cells.
[2] [3] Others examined performance issues, such as the effects of non-random cell arrivals on switch design. [4] Still other efforts have been devoted to developing an overall structure for studying congestion management in BISDNs.
[5] [6] While defining congestion management approaches is extremely important work, the nature of the congestion to be managed remains almost completely unknown. It is difficult to forecast how congestion will arise in a BISDN, because we do not yet know which services will be offered and which will contribute a significant portion of the BISDN traffic. In addition, the traffic characteristics of many new services, such as video, are poorly known. While we cannot describe the congestion behavior of all possible future services, this paper characterizes the congestion behavior that may be induced by interconnecting existing local area networks (LANs). We believe that such insight provides a clearer understanding of the congestion management issues that will be encountered in the emerging integrated high-speed networks.
The literature contains many different definitions of congestion. In this paper, we define congestion to be a user-visible degradation of network performance. Thus, if the network traffic load is heavier than usual but performance is acceptable, congestion has not occurred (although the network may be in a congestion-prone condition). For example, even if a buffer is more full than usual, the queue is not congested under this user-oriented definition as long as delays are acceptable and no losses occur. This paper examines networks that provide interconnection for local area networks through a connectionless service. LAN interconnection is expected to rapidly become an important BISDN service, both because the need already exists and because the high peak-to-mean ratios in LAN traffic volume allow high multiplexing gain and, hence, the economies of operation needed to offer a public service. However, the burstiness of LAN traffic will be an important test of the congestion management capabilities of any high-speed integrated-service network. Thus, this paper examines the characteristics of data traffic and the implications for congestion management in such a network. The paper does not advocate particular congestion management algorithms.
We use very high quality, high time-resolution LAN traffic data, gathered by Leland and Wilson [7] , that allow us to study traffic characteristics − most significantly, the burstiness of data traffic. However, it is hard to draw specific conclusions about congestion by examining only the collected measurements. We therefore simulated some aspects of a possible LAN interconnection service for a more quantitative look at congestion. Although the results cannot predict exact traffic behavior in future networks, they provide significant qualitative conclusions about the nature of congestion and the task of congestion management.
Paradigms of Traffic Behavior
The appropriate congestion management techniques for a network supporting a LAN interconnection service depend heavily on the characteristics of data traffic. The ability to react to congestion depends on the magnitude and frequency of variability in this traffic.
An important theme of this paper concerns merging two paradigms, or models of the world, regarding the impact of traffic characteristics on the congestion management strategy. The first paradigm is based on many decades of experience with voice networks that provide Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). Much literature exists on the theory of how humans initiate telephone calls, how long we talk, and so on. (References [8] and [9] present these theoretical foundations.) The POTS network is a connection-oriented network, where calls are assigned constant bandwidth. The fundamental assumptions about this traffic − verified by years of experience − are:
Within an hour, traffic fluctuations can be predicted reasonably well with traffic models based on a Poisson arrival process.
Variations from hour to hour are significant, but follow a pattern that tends to repeat. There is one hour of the day (the ''busy hour'') that tends to be higher than the others.
There are predictable seasonal variations; for example, there is a ''busy season'' that repeats year after year.
Traffic variation from year to year is generally slow and steady, and the use of linear forecasting techniques is well established. [10] When excessive traffic is offered to the POTS network, new calls are denied access.
In this network, the ''low-frequency'' traffic variations are either repetitive (such as daily variations) or of low magnitude (year-to-year variations). Higher-frequency variability caused by individual call attempts is well understood. Therefore, in a POTS network a major way to manage congestion is to engineer the network so congestion rarely occurs.
However, when discussing data traffic, another paradigm underlies much of our thinking. In this paradigm, the dominant traffic variability is in the range of milliseconds, and packets and ''packet trains'' (see [11] and [4] ) enter the network at random times. (A packet train is a closely-spaced sequence of packets between the same source and destination.) The variability at this time scale is enormous, with relatively low mean utilization and high burstiness. However, because typical data traffic models provide little variability at time scales longer than the durations of packet trains, the implicit assumptions are that the low frequency variations are either low magnitude or highly predictable, and therefore have little effect on congestion. This study shows that neither assumption is accurate.
After exploring some consequences of actual data traffic behavior, we assert that neither the POTS paradigm nor the packet-train paradigm is sufficient as a basis for congestion management in a network that provides LAN interconnection. Both paradigms provide valuable insight, but neither adequately accounts for the high variability, across many time domains, of actual data traffic. Thus, the world of data traffic is new and quite different from the POTS world. Integrated high-speed data networks offer a far greater congestion management challenge.
Congestion Time Signatures
A concept used in this paper is the ''time signature'' of congestion, which refers to the evolution across time of some critical measurement (such as demand for a resource or performance of a network component) before and after each episode of congestion. This paper examines the concrete example of the variation of the buffer occupancy and packet loss of an interoffice link. The time signature heavily influences which responses to congestion are possible or appropriate. Two important aspects of a time signature are the speed of congestion onset and the speed of congestion abatement. Assuming congestion is not currently visible, congestion onset describes the phenomenon in which the demand for the resources of some network component increases with time until performance degradation becomes visible to the user. Congestion abatement describes the phenomenon in which the demand for critical resources decreases over time until performance degradation ends. Abatement applies only to the traffic offered to the resource, and is not affected by congestion management actions taken for that resource.
The speed of congestion onset and congestion abatement are major determinants of what congestion management approaches are feasible. If onset and abatement are on the order of a few milliseconds, then automatic switch-to-switch controls cannot be effective. If onset and abatement are far slower (on the order of many seconds or minutes), then manual controls that require human intervention through an Operations System (OS) can be used. Between these two time scales is a range in which automatic controls (which might involve OS participation) may be employed effectively.
In the many arguments about what congestion management methods are appropriate, attitudes are heavily influenced by assumptions about the traffic time signatures. A central question is whether congestion arises suddenly or evolves gradually. The answer depends on the relative magnitude of the low and high frequencies of traffic variation. If low frequencies are significant, then human or switch-to-switch based actions such as rerouting can help avoid congestion. But if the high frequencies dominate the low, then a switch is largely on its own to take actions to relieve congestion (such as discarding low priority packets from buffers). For a high-speed network, the time required for one switch to alert another can be long compared to the time for congestion to build and dissipate. Thus, by the time a switch detects congestion and alerts another switch, the congestion episode may have ended.
To decide what congestion management capabilities should be designed into high-speed packet networks, it is necessary to understand what time signatures are reasonable to expect. What is the nature of the traffic variability, and which variation frequencies are dominant?
The Data
The study uses high time-resolution data that were collected between March 1989 and January 1990 on several Ethernet® LANs at the Bellcore Morristown Research and Engineering Center, using a custombuilt hardware monitor. The traffic monitoring techniques are described in more detail in Leland and Wilson [7] ; the important features for the purposes of this paper are that the data are uniquely complete and accurate: all packets were recorded, regardless of traffic levels, and the recorded timestamps are correct to within 100 microseconds.
Although there have been many studies of LAN traffic since the early Ethernet measurements of Shoch and Hupp, [12] the emphasis has been on intermediate time scale behavior [13] [14] [15] or on user-oriented measures of behavior such as LAN throughput and delay [16] [17] . Little published data are available on the packet loss and timestamp errors introduced by the data collection techniques employed. The early studies typically used time measurements with low resolution (on the order of one second), with high loss rates (as much as 5% to 9% of all packets). Recent studies, such as Feldmeier [18] , Gusella [19] , and Jain and Routhier [11] , have used higher time-resolution measurements, but also lose timing accuracy and clip traffic peaks: the reported systems failed to record between 1% and 5% of the LAN packets. Many of these studies, moreover, have employed experimental configurations that actively generated traffic on the network being monitored. These constraints on the accuracy of the characterization of rapid packet sequences make earlier studies inadequate for studying the shortest time scales relevant to this investigation. At the other extreme of time scales, these studies often used small samples -often only a few hundreds of thousands of packets collected within a few weeks. LAN traffic is highly variable over all time scales, so distinguishing temporary aberrations from normal behavior can be difficult when only small sample periods are recorded. By collecting detailed records on hundreds of millions of packets, on different intra-company networks, at intervals over the course of a year, this study can consider features of the observed traffic that persist across time, and can illuminate some of the patterns of variation.
Nonetheless, the data used in this study have some significant limitations: Although data were collected from different LANs, the LANs were all in the same company, and so cannot be considered representative of all LAN traffic. (However, as will be discussed below, some characteristics may be universal.)
At any one time, only one LAN could be monitored. Therefore, correlations in the activity on different LANs could not be measured.
When the data are used in a trace-driven simulation, the simulated traffic does not reflect the protocol adaptations that would occur in a real network.
Characteristics of the Observed Traffic
In this section, we briefly characterize the observed arrival behavior for several hundred million packets, with particular attention to the wide range of time domains made accessible by our high time-resolution, long-term data collection. The availability of this data allows a more careful consideration of the time scales of traffic variability than previously has been possible. For brevity, our examples are drawn largely from aggregate LAN traffic recorded during October 1989; where appropriate, we will compare these results with other studies in the literature, with our observations from other months, and with synthetic traffic models.
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The most familiar characterizations of packet traffic are arrival rates over medium to long time scales: the number of bytes or packets seen per second, hour, or day. The classic 1979 study of a 2.94-megabit per second Ethernet by Shoch and Hupp [12] reported seeing about 2.2 million packets per day, representing less than 1% utilization of the network capacity, with a pronounced diurnal cycle. The diurnal cycle is still readily apparent in our 1989 measurements (as illustrated by Figure 1 for external 1 traffic in October 1989), but the value of ''less than 1% utilization'' is no longer realistic, even given the higher 10-megabit per second Ethernet speeds now in use: for internal traffic in October 1989, mean monthly utilization exceeded 15%, with daily peak hours generally exceeding 30% utilization on weekdays and peak minutes exceeding 50%. Despite these differences, a comparison of the external traffic behavior observed in our study and the rate statistics available for 1979 suggests some striking similarities. In our data, the mean daily utilization of the Ethernet that can be attributed to external traffic is now in the 1% range characteristic of all traffic in 1979. The peak utilizations observed over shorter times for external traffic are also similar for the 1979 traffic: for example, the peak external minute in October 1989 represented an Ethernet utilization of 14.7%, while Shoch and Hupp reported a peak minute of 17%. This limited comparison suggests that highly time-varying traffic behavior might have been similar in 1979 to the behavior now observed; unfortunately, more detailed information is not available in the 1979 report.
Variability in the offered traffic often is described using the ratio of peak traffic to mean traffic. As Figure 2 illustrates, the observed value of peak bandwidth depends critically on the time interval over which the peak bandwidth is determined. For this particular two-week sample of external traffic, the peak bit rate observed in any 5 second interval is 152 times the mean arrival rate, while the peak rate observed in any 5 millisecond interval is 715 times the mean. Such behavior differs profoundly from the ''burstiness'' of simple arrival models, as is illustrated by the peak-to-mean ratios shown in Figure 2 for a comparable Poisson arrival process (described in more detail in section 3.2). A more formal measure of the variability of the offered data traffic over different time scales is provided by the index of dispersion of arrivals [20] : the ratio of the variance in the observed number of arrivals in a time interval L to the observed mean number of arrivals in that interval. Figure 3 compares the index of dispersion calculated for the nine multiplexed LAN streams used in the congestion examples of Section 4 with the index of dispersion for a comparable batch Poisson process (described in more detail in Section 3.2 below). It is immediately apparent that multiplexing these highly variable streams has not produced a smooth, or even a Poisson-like, aggregate. It is especially significant for congestion studies that the dispersion monotonically increases throughout a time span of 5 orders of magnitude. In contrast, pure Poisson processes have an index of dispersion equal to one; other simple arrival models, such as batch Poisson, deterministic batch, hyperexponential and MMPP (Markov-modulated Poisson process) have indices of dispersion that converge to fixed values over a time scale on the order of the time constants of the models.
The observed variability extends throughout the range of available time domains. Examining the data traffic over two weeks, as shown in Figure 4 , reveals dramatic variations in offered traffic. On still longer time scales, we note that between March 1989 and August 1989, the traffic on the studied LANs doubled without an increase in the user population, and nearly doubled again between August 1989 and January 1990. Because data traffic has profound variability at all time scales, several critical questions about congestion management must be examined more closely.
Questions About Congestion Management in a High-Speed Network
Congestion management has three aspects: prevention, avoidance, and recovery. Congestion prevention involves designing and building a network that minimizes the probability that congestion will occur. Prevention includes judiciously engineered (or ''sized'') components, a well-designed routing algorithm, traffic enforcement to ensure that a user's access line does not exceed its subscribed traffic rate, and queueing policies that protect critical classes of traffic. [21] Congestion avoidance is action that is taken by the network before performance degradation occurs, to reduce the chance of congestion. An example is changing the packet routing tables to route traffic around a heavily loaded network component. Congestion recovery is action taken by the network after performance degradation is detected to limit the effects of congestion. An example is discarding lower-priority packets when buffers are full. Specific questions regarding the implications for congestion management strategies in general are listed below.
Congestion Prevention:
In POTS today, we can predict with reasonable precision what the peak demands will be, and then size the network to work well under most circumstances. In such a situation, congestion prevention is the most essential aspect of congestion management. Because the analysis in Section 2 shows that data traffic does not have a predictable level of busy period traffic, if we try to size the network so that congestion is rare, we lose the economies of scale that the service must exploit. Although accurate sizing of the network remains an essential part of congestion management, it cannot suffice to reduce congestion adequately. This study considers three specific questions that illuminate the degree to which congestion may be minimized in advance:
What is the variation of data traffic on time scales of hours, days, and months?
Q2. Because we cannot predict peak usage, are the consequences of underengineering significant? In other words, if the prediction of peak usage is too low, will it have a significant impact on performance?
Q3.
Is it possible to solve queue-induced congestion by increasing the capacity of the buffers?
Congestion Avoidance: Congestion avoidance involves detecting when congestion is imminent, and taking action designed to prevent it. In POTS, congestion is predicted by monitoring traffic patterns, or by monitoring the events that stimulate traffic. 2 To understand how effective avoidance may be in future 2. POTS network traffic managers generally watch television news so they can be aware of the impact of outside events on voice traffic. For example, a plane crash at an airport will generate many calls to that area. The limitations of the available data prevent us from modeling the effects of correlations among traffic on independent LANs and of correlations in protocol reactions. In particular, over times comparable to multiple roundtrips through the interconnected networks, adaptive higher-level protocols can reduce their loss rates significantly. Over short time frames, however, client-level protocols cannot react sufficiently quickly to avoid the characteristic congestion signatures observed in these trace-driven simulations.
The Simulation Study
This study used our LAN traffic data as input to a trace-driven simulation that models the traffic that might be offered to an interoffice link connecting two connectionless packet switches. Of course, the specific results in this paper will not be realized in any actual network: in addition to the differences in LAN traffic in other environments, effects would be seen from the integration of LAN traffic with other services on a multiservice network and from the operation of congestion management techniques (such as admission control) outside the scope of this study. Nonetheless, we can make general qualitative conclusions about the simulation results, and check their reasonableness with the characteristics of data traffic that seem to be invariant. Figure 5 shows a simple network that provides LAN interconnection. The packet switches shown provide connectionless transport for packets of varying length; these packets are in turn composed of fixed-length cells. In this study, the connectionless switch is assumed to be dedicated to data traffic, but the same functionality also could be offered using an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) broadband switch with a service module that performs packet-level functions.
Each LAN is assumed to have a separate access connection to the switch, and the switches are connected by one or more interoffice links. Congestion due to traffic access contention for these interoffice links is the major focus of the simulation.
Congestion Management Limitations for the Network Supporting this Service:
As compared to a POTS network, in which the network can control congestion well, the modeled LAN interconnection service offers challenges beyond the burstiness of data.
When a packet is sent from one LAN to another via a connectionless service, the network sees no single underlying virtual connection. 3 An implication is that the network cannot impose any end-to-end flow control that affects only one application-to-application dialog. Thus, we assume that end-to-end flow control cannot be provided by the network service, but might be provided by the applications using the connectionless service.
We also assume that the network cannot control the effective data rate of the LANs. There are two reasons for this assumption in our study. First, in any near-term time scale of interest, the embedded base of LANs will not be able to interpret and respond to such network requests (although in the future it may be possible in principle for the network to reduce the offered traffic rates of LANs that use the newlyproposed Medium Access Protocols). Second, because customers are unlikely to permit their intra-LAN traffic to suffer because of an interoffice network problem, reduction in the traffic offered by a LAN to the network will require traffic shaping at the network access point. Such shaping is beyond the scope of this study, although the burstiness of individual LAN traffic suggests that the loss and delay behavior described below for our switch simulation also may appear if queueing is done at the access point.
Thus, we assume that the network will not provide the congestion management options of end-to-end flow control, or network-based control of the rate of traffic entering the network. In a worst case scenario, all subscribers could simultaneously send traffic into the network at the LANs' maximum rates, creating extreme congestion. However, this study assumes that in practice, LANs will continue to be used over the near term as they are already being used, and that their joint traffic demand can be represented by independent streams of existing LAN traffic.
Details of the Simulation
In the simulation, the following assumptions were made:
1. The fundamental multiplexing unit of the network is a fixed-length, 53-octet ATM-like cell.
2. The unit of interest in this study is a variable-length packet (application protocol data unit) of up to 210 cells.
3. Although the service could be offered over an ATM network, the simulation models only packet switches.
4. The access and interoffice links operate at 45 Mbits/second.
5. All LANs are 10 Mbits/second Ethernets, and each LAN accesses its home switch through its own separate interface.
Each interoffice link has a queue associated with it, and this queue can receive traffic from any LAN that homes on the switch, as shown in the figure below. 
Figure 6. LAN Inputs to a Single Interoffice Link
Modeling the Link Buffer: In order to choose a size of the link buffer for the simulation, it was necessary to make assumptions regarding the performance requirements of the service. For a realistic estimate of these requirements, we consulted the performance objectives of a planned connectionless data service, Switched Multi-megabit Data Service (SMDS). [22] SMDS performance objectives include a packet loss rate of 0.01% (10 − 4 ), and an end-to-end delay of no more than 20 milliseconds for 95% of the packets. We adopted these figures as guidelines for the performance objectives of the simulated interoffice link. The end-to-end delay criterion provided the most serious constraint, as it implies that no single link may introduce delays of more than a few milliseconds. 4 As a reference model, we selected a 960-cell link buffer (corresponding to a maximum buffer delay of 10 milliseconds) and a combination of LAN traffic streams that produced 0.01% packet loss with this buffer capacity. Some consequences of varying buffer capacity and traffic load are explored below.
The link buffer discard policy was chosen to be unprioritized: when a packet arrives at the link buffer, it either fits entirely in the buffer, or is immediately discarded without affecting packets that are already buffered. (Recall that the basic unit of transport and switching is the cell, but that the users are interested in packets. Therefore we assumed for this study that transmitting partial packets was not an acceptable policy. If more elaborate higher-level error-recovery schemes were modeled, a more subtle discard policy might be appropriate.)
Modeling the Switch: The simulated switch was assumed to be a perfect output-queueing switch, having no effect on the arrival of packets at the interoffice link. A major motivation for ignoring switch effects is to avoid linking the analysis to any particular switch architecture. The assumption is reasonable for switches that operate faster than the transport facilities that connect them. In addition, the effects of the switch on the traffic would be most noticeable on time scales shorter than the ones of interest here.
Modeling the Offered Traffic:
We employed replicated data from our measured LAN traces to model the combined traffic offered to an interoffice link by multiple LANs. Each modeled LAN traffic stream was generated from an independent hour of traced data, to reduce spurious correlations. This approach gives a far more realistic model of actual data traffic than is offered by standard formal models; nonetheless, as noted above, it may well underestimate the peak demands on an actual link. The model introduces an additional simplification by assuming that all traffic from each source stream goes to the same interoffice link; our analysis suggests, however, that a more sophisticated model in which individual users were simulated would show the same dispersion behavior: the multiplexed traffic stream therefore may be viewed as approximating the traffic generated by a larger pool of independent users.
For comparison with the results based on multiplexing actual recorded traffic streams, we also explored several simple formal models. In the figures below, the results labeled ''batch Poisson'' were derived by offering the same simulated network a Poisson stream of packet trains modeled on the observed traffic. Each packet train consisted of eight 589-byte packets separated by two milliseconds. The arrival time of the first packet in each train was determined by a pure Poisson process, so cells belonging to one train may be interspersed among cells of other trains. In figures where only one traffic load is considered (such as Figure 10) , the arrival parameter λ of the Poisson process was selected to create the same mean packet loss (0.01%) observed for the multiplexed traffic traces at the reference buffer capacity of 960 cells.
Results of the Study
This section is organized to address the questions raised earlier in Section 2.2, and to consider the implications of our results for congestion prevention, avoidance, and recovery. The figures discussed below are based on trace-driven simulations representing at least one simulated hour of traffic through a 45 Mbits/second interoffice link for each combination of traffic streams used.
For the purposes of the congestion signature figures shown below, our simulation defined the end of a congestion episode as the first time after congestion onset that the buffer occupancy returned to zero, and defined the starting time of a congestion episode to be the time of the first packet loss following the end of the previous congestion episode. Each plotted signature represents an average over a few thousand to a few tens of thousands of congestion episodes, depending on the simulation parameters. The signatures make evident that under this narrow definition of a congestion episode, the episodes are strongly clustered: an intuitive interpretation, based on the dispersion curves, is that traffic ''spikes'' (which cause actual losses) ride on longer-term ''ripples'', that in turn ride on still longer-term ''swells''. Because of this fractal-like traffic behavior, we obtained similar results when using a variety of alternative definitions of a congestion episode.
How Predictable or Stable are Long-Term Traffic Variations? (Q1)
In POTS today, we predict with reasonable precision what the peak demands will be, and then size the network appropriately. Data network traffic also has well-defined peak periods; for example, Figure 1 (in Section 2.1) displayed the external data traffic by time of day, averaged over two weeks in October 1989. However, the actual amount of busy period data traffic is not as readily predictable, as was discussed in Section 2. Very low frequency variability (on the scale of months) is significant, which seems to be an intrinsic quality of data traffic due to LAN and application changes such as software upgrades. The magnitude of low frequency traffic variability implies that precise engineering of components such as interoffice links will be difficult. As a result, networks may need to be engineered conservatively to tolerate higher load than expected, network control may need to be designed so that existing capacity utilization can be quickly reconfigured, [23] and provisioning operations should be planned so that the time required to add network capacity is relatively small.
The Sensitivity of Performance to Misengineering (Q2)
Question Q2 concerns the magnitude of performance degradation when the interoffice link is offered heavier traffic than expected. Although only a modest number of combinations of input traffic streams were examined in this study, the results suggest that sensitivity can be severe. Figure 7 compares the loss rates for the simulated system, as a function of the aggregate offered traffic in Mbits/second. In interpreting this figure, we should emphasize that y-axis is logarithmic, spanning a factor of over 10,000 in the loss rates against a factor of three in offered load. Looking more closely at some particular points, we observe that when 9 streams from the October traces were multiplexed together, the aggregate load was 17.5 Mbits/second and 0.01% of the submitted packets were lost. Adding a tenth LAN stream to this particular traffic mix increased the load by only 6% (to 18.5 Mbits/second), but doubled the loss rate. Using a different combination of 10 streams increased the load by 17% (to 20.5 Mbits/second), while increasing the loss rate by a factor of eight. The first lesson must be that determining the traffic level to engineer for, given some number of client LANs, is extremely difficult: in our study, different selections of the same number of LANs with essentially the same number of users produced quite different aggregate traffic rates, and even more disparate patterns of loss. But even if it were easy to determine what traffic level to engineer for, the performance drops off extremely quickly as the engineered capacity is exceeded.
The Effect of Increased Buffer Capacity on Performance (Q3)
One natural approach to reducing the sensitivity of the system to small changes in offered traffic is to increase the capacity of the link buffer. Figure 9 shows the loss rates for various buffer capacities: the lower set of data points corresponds to our running example of 9 LAN streams giving an offered load of 17 Mbits/second, while the upper curve comes from a set of 10 LAN streams totaling 20 Mbits/second. The initial impression created by the 17 Mbits/second results in Figure 9 is that small increases in buffer capacity might be sufficient to avoid most congestion losses, as it appears that linear increases in buffer size produce nearly exponential decreases in losses. This impression is encouraged by simple formal traffic models, such as batch Poisson arrivals, which predict an exponential decrease in loss rates with increasing buffer capacity. Unfortunately, a more quantitative examination of the results reveals two difficulties. First, the decrease in loss with buffer size is far slower than the increase in loss with traffic load. To compensate for the increase in loss caused by the 17% increase in traffic represented by the upper curve would require that the buffer capacity be more than quadrupled. Second, and more seriously, the curves flatten with increasing capacity: further expansion of the buffers achieves less and less loss reduction. Of course, one might look at the figure and postulate that increasing the buffer size by a factor of, say, 100 might entirely avoid the traffic sensitivity problem. The difficulty with this naive approach is not so much the higher cost of such large buffers, but the upper limit on buffer size imposed by the delay requirement.
The conclusion suggested is that increased buffering will not eliminate the need for congestion management in the network, and the incremental load carried by larger buffers may be insignificant.
Indications of Approaching Congestion (Q4)
Question Q4 concerns whether one can predict that congestion is imminent. For Figures 10, 11 , and 12, we have chosen the offered traffic so that the link queueing meets the loss requirement and is well within the delay requirement. Figure 10 shows how the occupancy of the link buffer changes before and after the onset of the current congestion episode. It is important to note that the points used to plot Figure 10 are averaged over one second, and that the peak buffer occupancy during any given second is far higher. Thus, although Figure 10 shows a maximum one-second buffer occupancy of about 170 cells, the 960-cell buffer experienced overflow. (See Figures 11 and 12.) In sharp contrast to a batch Poisson model, a low-frequency pattern is clearly present in the trace-driven results. The instantaneous occupancy of the buffer is so volatile that this raw measurement is of little value, but a properly filtered variable could be used to extract the low-frequency pattern. On a time scale of minutes, traffic correlations arising from exogenous events also might be expected to show onset behavior similar to the signatures of normal congestion seen here. Thus, for both indigenous and exogenous congestion, some warning could be provided before actual packet losses become significant. However, this warning will not always be enough in advance of congestion to allow human involvement, and sometimes may provide insufficient time for machine-to-machine actions. The applications of filtered statistics for congestion management are an area of future work. Figure 11 shows that, although strictly speaking the time intervals in which there are losses may be short and may come and go quickly, these intervals of loss tend to recur over periods of seconds to minutes. Broadly speaking, congestion-prone conditions persist for extended periods during which the network repeatedly enters into episodes of actual packet loss. Although the overall loss rate in this simulation run is 0.01%, the loss rates are orders of magnitude greater for substantial intervals. The situation for underengineered networks, in which the offered traffic causes long-term mean loss rates above the design goal of 0.01% is far more serious in absolute losses during congested periods, but displays similar patterns. These results, while providing hope for the reactive management of congestion, also limit the validity of our trace-driven simulation, which cannot incorporate the effects of automatic and human responses to congestion. Figure 12 shows that, even assuming a properly sized network, losses may exceed the long-term average loss rate by an order of magnitude in the first second following the onset of congestion, while the loss rate is elevated by over two orders of magnitude during the first 100 milliseconds. This severe concentration of losses is caused by the strong high-frequency component of the traffic data; the low long-term loss rate reflects the overall rarity of congestion episodes rather than a low loss rate during congestion. We reemphasize that these conclusions regarding losses during congestion are quite conservative. In this case, the queue buffer was precisely sized to meet the performance objective, and the LANs were uncorrelated. No exogenous event (such a network failure or simultaneous traffic load from different LANs) caused congestion to occur. Under the impact of outside events, congestion and the resulting losses could be far larger.
Loss Rates Immediately After a Congestion Episode Begins (Q6)

Implications for Congestion Management
The following is a survey of the implications for congestion management of the above observations.
Congestion Prevention:
It is not reasonable to expect that a data network can be engineered precisely to the size that is required. In contrast to POTS, data network traffic does not exhibit a predictable level of busy period traffic. The overall traffic rate can change dramatically in a matter of a few months, as was observed in the monitored LANs. In a network where the user population is growing, the increase in traffic could be even more rapid.
If more traffic is offered to the network than it is engineered to accommodate, the performance degradation can be significant. As a result, networks should be engineered conservatively to handle higher load than expected, and the lead-time required to augment the network should be short. A flexible bandwidth [24] or rapid reconfiguration [23] capability may be essential to exploit the global resources effectively.
While it is important for queue buffers to be reasonably large, their sizing need not be precise. Although some traffic models suggest that loss rates drop off sharply with increases in buffer capacity, real data traffic ( Figure 9 ) shows that such behavior cannot be expected. Larger buffers will not prevent congestion from occurring.
Congestion Avoidance: It may be possible to compare a smoothed variable against thresholds to detect congestion or to activate congestion avoidance responses such as traffic rerouting. This possibility exists because the underlying low-frequency arrival pattern appears to be a reliable predictor of congestion onset. However, the low-frequency traffic pattern itself may be hard to determine, and so may not always give an unambiguous indication of congestion far enough in advance of the actual episode. The use of thresholds requires further study, but this approach is reasonable to pursue.
Congestion Recovery: Losses may be considerable during congestion, and any congestion management strategy must take this possibility into account. A broad implication of this conservative study is that critical traffic (such as network control or routing messages) must be protected by some priority mechanism or queueing policy [21] to ensure that messages needed to manage the congestion are not lost. In addition, during congestion episodes it may be desirable for the network to be able to distinguish which packets are the most critical to the end applications.
Summary and Conclusions
A necessary first step in designing congestion management for high-speed integrated-service networks is to understand the nature of congestion in such networks. This paper examined congestion for the specific example of a possible LAN interconnection service. LAN interconnection not only provides an important test case for the study of burstiness, but also is expected to be an important early service offered by highspeed public networks. We employed highly accurate traces of actual LAN traffic, instead of simplified models, in order to capture the extreme traffic variability that will confront practical congestion management mechanisms. Although the exact characteristics of LAN traffic undoubtedly will change in the coming years, the data show certain underlying similarities across samples. We hope that this work will point to traffic models that are representative of data traffic on longer time scales, and to methods of congestion management that are appropriate in such an environment.
The important overall finding of this study is the enormous time range over which data traffic is bursty. This point is graphically illustrated by the dispersion curve (Figure 3) as well as by other measures of traffic correlation, such as power spectra and Palm densities, discussed elsewhere [7] [25] . Paradigms of data traffic that ignore either high or low frequency variations are incomplete: all frequency components are important.
More specific observations are:
1. Data traffic does not have a simple recurring pattern over a period of days, weeks, or months.
2. Small errors in engineering can incur dramatic penalties in loss or delay.
3. Larger buffers provide limited protection against ''spikes'' in the offered load. Therefore, it is important to design a data network with the understanding that congestion will occur.
4. There are times when a network appears to be more congestion-prone than at other times. There is often a low-frequency ''swell'' in the aggregate traffic rate that precedes an episode of user-visible congestion. A statistic that properly smooths the short term fluctuations may be useful for detecting the approach of congested periods.
5. Although episodes of actual loss may come and go quickly, congestion-prone conditions appear to persist long enough for the effects of user and protocol responses to be felt. Properly understanding the way that a congestion episode abates requires a study that models these effects.
6. The examination of congestion episodes shows that when congestion occurs, losses are far greater than the background loss rate. This extreme variability in loss rates is caused by the strong highfrequency component of data traffic. We expect that in actual operating networks, more serious forms of congestion may arise that cause even greater losses.
An important future research topic is to develop a traffic model that displays characteristics similar to those displayed by real LAN traffic. A good test of such a model is that it must exhibit variation on many time scales and display performance characteristics similar to those documented in this study. 
